
Sermon colorful prayer  green prune me 

 

PRUNE ME (OUCH), LORD 

John 15:1- 6 

TAKE HOME 

 To be more like Christ…that means being less like the current me. 

 Are you ready to go under the knife?  It will happen when you are conscious. 

 He must increase…I must decrease. 

WHY YIELD TO THE FATHER’S PRUNING KNIFE?    

 Beauty   The perfection Jesus speaks of…in full bloom…Matthew 5:48 

 Productivity   John 15 

 For ‘His Name’s Sake’  Psalm 23 

HINDERANCES TO PURPOSEFUL PRUNING  Romans 6:11- 14 

 The holding power of sin 

 Our comfort with crutches, stimulants, pain killers, sin’s benefits 

 Failure to settle the matter of lordship 

EXAMPLES OF PRUNED BELIEVERS    

 Peter, stripped of his pride and fear    Quote from Dr Martin Luther King Jr…freedom from the 

fear of death 

 Paul, a new man once ignorance and prejudice were conquered 

 David, major surgery on his heart…becoming a man after God’s own heart 

 Testimonies of people in our church family…made new, transformed, useful to God 

THE PRUNING PLACE…NOT FOR SISSIES   Hebrews 11:24-27 

 The pleasures of sin…snip snipped away 

 The pain of self-examination    

 The familiar gives way to a new life with new dependence 

 Tangible stuff is often replaced by a leap of faith 

 The threat to current relationships 

SURRENDER TO THE GOOD PHYSCIAN…PLEASE  John 15:1, 2 

 You’ll end up with a greater joy than one can imagine. 

 Usefulness to God is enhanced. 



 The clutter of distracting behavior, interests, relationships will yield to true influence, for 

heaven’s sake. 

 Skip the shame, duplicity and secrecy of hiding hang-ups and sin 

 

BEING PRUNED IS NOT A MATTER OF MERE SURRENDER…IT INCLUDES EYES-WIDE-OPEN 

CONSCIOUSNESS  Colossians 3:1- 10 

 I’ll need to say no where I formerly said yes or said nothing 

 It will involve developing new habits 

 I’ll have to welcome God’s conviction  

 Accountability people?  A must! 

ASK FOR GOD’S HELP   Psalm 51:7- 12 

 Cleanse me 

 Create in me a clean heart 

 Renew a right  spirit in me 

 


